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Version 1.0

Enabling workers to return to work
safely
The Covid-19 health crisis and continued lockdown in many
markets is posing unparalleled challenges to people and
economies around the world
To limit the economic downturn and impact on people’s ability to
earn a living, the labor market and all its stakeholders
must quickly adjust to a new reality
The American Staffing Association pledges to apply its collective
experience, fostering connection between the various stakeholder
groups and supporting the sharing of best practices
Best Practice Health and Safety Protocols contains 77 collected
measures. These measures can help to complement sector
specific protocols. Industry bodies, unions, employers,
governments, healthcare authorities, and others can help
shaping these protocols

Disclaimer
These materials have been prepared for informational purposes only and are not
legal advice. Readers should not act upon this information without seeking
professional counsel. Some protocols may impact wage and hour, data privacy, and
discrimination laws, and other legal issues. You should consult a lawyer for
individual advice regarding your own situation to ensure that all applicable laws and
regulations and government guidance are observed.
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Overview of categories in the best practices checklist
Details next page

Control level
Levels of control: Adapted based on NIOSH's (National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health) Hierarchy of Controls, which is grounded
in safety management systems such as the ISO 45001 and ANSI 1-10
models

Elimination – physically remove the hazard (e.g. do not work)
Substitution – replace the hazard e.g. work from home
Engineering controls – isolate people from the hazard (e.g. arrange access point controls)
Administrative controls – change the way people work (e.g. enable sanitation with hand sanitizers)
Personal protective equipment - – protect the worker with PPE (e.g. provide face masks)

Measure categorization
Type of measure

Personal – safety instruction which a person can do him/herself
Inter-relational – with regard to interacting with others
Organizational – with regard to business facilities, rooms as well as organization such as planning shifts of personnel
Machines – with regard to machines, technical installations etc.
Compliance – with regard to checking whether measured are followed-up

Industry

The industry for which this protocol measure is important/relevant

Covid-19 policy and source

The policy that was enforced by a government or another institution (e.g., sector organization), which is the main reason why a measure needs to be put in
place. This will support us in identifying what measures need to change when policies are tightened and/or alleviated

Measure description
Topic name

A topic name for the measure

Measure

The preventive measure to be taken to mitigate the health and safety risk and in line with the obliged policy

Work situation

A situation related to work for the which the measure is valid

Effect measurement

The aspired effect of the measure and how this can be measured (e.g., no infections within a shift, to measure by the number of reported cases)

Work instructions

How to put the preventative measure into action at work; a practical and clear, the "how to"

Infrastructure requirements

Any items that are required to make the work instructions happen
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Levels of Control to Categorize the Measurements
Adapted based on the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health Hierarchy of Controls

High
economic
impact

Context
Most
effective

Elimination

High human
impact

physically remove the hazard

5

No
work

Substitution
Replace the hazard

4
Levels of
risk control

Engineering controls
Isolate people from the hazard

Primary
employer

3

Work remote,
close 1 site

Barrier devices, access
point control, working in
fixed tested teams

Host
employer

Impact on
personal life

Administrative controls
Change the way people work

Low
economic
impact

Personal Protective
Equipment
Protect the worker with PPE

2

1

Enable sanitation with hand sanitizer,
cleaning (before/after shifts)
Provide personal protective equipment,
masks/respirators, Covid-19 tests

Least
effective

Low human
impact

Share sector practices: Achieving acceptable levels of
risk as well as limiting economic impact
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How a Covid-19 Health & Safety Protocol Can Address the Various Risks
at the Workplace
Illustrative example
Level of risk control
Elimination
physically remove the hazard

Substitution
Replace the hazard

Engineering controls
Isolate people from the hazard

Administrative controls

Cafeteria and/or breaks measures a company could consider to adopt
Close cafeteria/dining rooms, remove access to coffee/smoke areas/drinking fountains,
etc.
Provide other break areas/outside areas that enable proper spacing and ventilation, ask
employees to bring prepared meals and refillable drinking bottles from home

Temporary/disposable cardboard or plastic separators, prevent seating/congregation within
5 meters (16.5 ft) of HVAC inlets, improve air sanitation/filtration and/or UV lighting

Change the way people work

Lunch/breaks shifts (by smaller teams), staggered start and finish times to ensure physical
distancing during lunch time and/or breaks, require social distance/facial coverings

Personal protective
equipment

Proper use of facial coverings/masks, shields/gowns as applicable to work environment
(healthcare), copious amounts of hand sanitizer at tables and entrance/exit

Protect the worker with PPE
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Illustrative Approach

Approach for Getting Safely Back to Work

Version 1.0

Focus of this document

Example tools

Safe Operations

Successful adoption

1. Co-assess current work
environment regarding
back-to-work-readiness
•

Identification of workplace
needs & opportunities

2. Setting the course
for a tailored path
back to work

3. Develop concepts/
solutions

Optional: Fast lane, focusing on employee adoption of existing ideas

(operational & cultural), through
•

•

Benchmarking your situation
today against scientifically
established MVPs of safely
coming back to work (spacing,
virus protection, etc.)

A: Accelerator module –
quick win path
You already consider
implementing concrete backto-work-initiatives

Researching needs &
attitudes regarding adoption
of workplace safety measures
with relevant stakeholders

We help you getting what
you already have onto the
road at the speed of light.

•

Prioritization of initiatives

•

Quick wins
→ "the path back to work
tomorrow"

B: Build & Test
Module – holistic
development path

vs.
•

Moon shots
→ “sustaining the journey”

Back-to-work readiness
Scorecard: review of floor plan,
PPE guidance, policies, and
training methods

You know you need to safely
get back to work, but don't
exactly know how
We help with an agile end-toend process to co-create
concrete tailored initiatives.

Setting-the-course-workshop

Take existing
initiatives/MVPs
into a rapid
test- & learnloop
Alignment with
key stakeholders
and testing with
key target
audiences
Co-create
prototypes
(Sprint-/agilebased “develop,
test, & iterate”
setup)

Optional:
Model the
impact of
solutions
using
advanced
analytics

Alignment with
key stakeholders
and testing with
key target
audiences

Ideation prototyping testing
iteration (KPIs x Impact)

4. Develop roadmap
for the path back to
safe work

5. Implement solutions

6. Evaluate & iterate

7. Ongoing support/
check-ins

Adoption layer
Co-create transition
journey

Facilitate adoption of
transition journey

Adoption successreflection

Sustaining the
adoption journey

A set of workable
agreements and rules of
conduct, that put the
safety and needs of
everyone first.

Collaborate with internal
stakeholders to ensure the
successful adoption of
necessary behavioural
shifts at the workplace.

What works/doesn't work
on a behavioral
adoption-level?

Organizational changecoach advises on
implementation adoptionaspects of sustaining the
journey.

→ If needed: Iterate &
establish coursecorrections

Operational layer
Define prioritized
concept launch-plan
A toolbox of concepts
(incl. backlog) for an
adapted and fully
equipped workplace at
which employees can
work safely and thrive,
again.

Adaption of toolbox
(transformation co-creation kit)
Back-to-work transition journey
Back-to-work implementation
roadmap

Operational
implementation of
initiatives/ideas
Collaborate with internal
stakeholders to realize the
successful implementation
of the prioritized safely-backto-work solutions at the
workplace.

Implementation
success-reflection
What works/doesn't work on
an idea/initiative-level?
→ If needed: iterate &
establish course-corrections

Collision workshop: Agenda-set
ownership for implementation &
responsibilities

Safe workplace dashboard/control
room & reflection — Weekly with
key stakeholders

Operations implementation sprint

Employee and stakeholder
evaluative survey

Sustaining the
implementation
journey
Implementation-coach
advises on operationalaspects of sustaining the
journey.

Follow up and coaching
session
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Example of the Journey to Implement a “Safely Back to Work” Action Plan
Illustrative example
Lockdown/remote period
•

Transition period

Planning transition period, prototyping temporary and permanent
measures to implement.
Research and
co-creation to develop
action plan and roadmap

•

Monitoring impact of implemented measures, evaluating, refining,
and tweaking where needed.

•

Monitoring overall Covid-19 development, being ready to scale up
and down measures as needed.

Planning and set up for return
•

Gradually scaling back all temporary measures

•

Maintaining strategy to quickly implement temporary measures in
case of new emergency/virus outbreak.

Coaching and check-ins

Successful adoption

Visual social distancing/sanitation cues
Highly visible workspace cleaning
Worker behavior
and policies

Designated team guard1
Staggered shifts and lunch times
Cafeteria tables spaced and food serviced in reusable/disposable boxes

Reusable/disposable boxes

Communication plan to reach and reassure employees
Return to work
training

Web conferences (pre-return)
Online trainings (pre- and post-return)

Safe Operations

Work from home kit
Separation
– space and
time

More touch-free handles/interfaces
Improved air filtration and ventilation

Temperature measurement upon entry
Control, testing
and surveillance

Hygiene zones with checkpoints between
Health ID and employee risk categorization
Hotspots marked with color

Personal health
measures

1.

Remodeled workspace

Upgraded PPE
Clean working kits

To ensure any new hygiene standards are maintained and to provide workers with a voice in maintaining these standards

Source: McKinsey & Co. article: “Europe Needs to Prepare Now to Get Back to Work—Safely, Team Analysis and Press Search”
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Separation – Space and Time
Version 1.0

Remodeling/Retooling of the Workplace
Factory
Office

Ensuring greater spacing between employees/functions/cubes
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Lines, offices, and cubes could be
redesigned or retooled to provide for
greater spacing between employees
and reduce the risk of contamination
between functions.
Impact

Source/Supporting Rationale: CDC – “Implementation of Mitigation Strategies for Communities with Local Covid-19 Transmission;” OSHA –
”Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for Covid-19”

•

This may help to reduce the
spread of any infection

•

May also provide
compartmentalization of the
organization in the event of a wider
spread allowing the maintenance
of some company functions.
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Separation – Space and Time
Version 1.0

Improved Air Filtration & Ventilation
Factory
Office

More efficient removal of hazardous particles from the environment
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Workplace ventilation and filtration
could be improved to reduce any
hazardous particles which may be
airborne.
Impact
•

Source/Supporting Rationale: OSHA – ”Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for Covid-19”

Reduces the concentration of
airborne viral or bacterial particles
which may help to reduce the
likelihood of worker infection
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Separation – Space and Time
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More Touch-Free Handles/Interfaces
Factory
Office

Fewer handles and physical interfaces and introduce motion control
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Greater use of motion-control or
touchless doors and interfaces
throughout the workspace.
Impact
•

It can reduce the risk of workers
contacting a contaminated surface.

•

Could help reduce cleaning
requirements
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Visual Social-Distancing/Sanitization Cues
Factory
Office

Providing quick checks/reminders to maintain distancing and hygiene
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Visual cues such as markings or
projections on the floors, walls, and
interfaces could indicate to workers of
safe distances and provide reminders
as to when they should change PPE1
or wash their hands as the go through
the working environment.
Impact

1.

•

May increase the frequency with
which employees wash their hands

•

Increases employee awareness of
hygiene

E.g., paper tissues could be provided to press photocopier buttons
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Staggered Shifts and Lunch Times
Factory
Office

Employee shifts and breaks can be staggered to prevent queues and crowds
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

SCHEDULE

Concept Description
Easy and clear instruction about work
shifts and breaks could be provided
(e.g., where employees should sit and
for how long they can be in the
breakrooms/cafeteria)
Impact

Source/Supporting Rationale: Centers for Disease Control – “Implementation of Mitigation Strategies for Communities with Local Covid-19
Transmission“

•

Can help reduce queues and
crowds, especially relevant if
screening measures are
introduced requiring more time to
pass through.

•

Could make it easier for workers to
maintain social distance.
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Cafeteria Tables Spaced and Food Served
Portioned in Reusable/Disposable Boxes

Factory
Office

Serving pre-packed food in reusable boxes
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description

01Cafeteria tables spaced

03 Food trucks in summer season

02 Pre-portioned reusable/disposable

boxes

Replace self-service style lunches from
cafeteria with catered, portioned food in
reusable/disposable boxes. This could
take the form of food trucks during
summer months to get the workforce into
fresh air.
Cafeteria/breakroom tables could be
spaced between employees so no one
sits directly beside/in front of the worker.
(via checker-board arrangement). Strict
cleaning procedures need to be in place.
Impact
•

May help to reduce queues and
physical contact between workers
16
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Hygiene Zones With Checkpoints Between
Factory
Office

Workspace separated into zones with mandatory sanitization between each
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
The workplace could be separated
into various zones with mandatory
sanitization between each and
recording of who is moving between
each zone.
Impact

Source/Supporting Rationale: CDC – “Implementation of Mitigation Strategies for Communities with Local Covid-19 Transmission“

•

Increases the frequency with which
workers must wash hands/change
PPE

•

Provides an indicator of which
zones are most at risk of infection
and enables contact tracing
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Highly Visible Workspace Cleaning
Factory
Office

Confirmation of cleaning is displayed confirming cleanliness of workspace
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Cleaners should update a
“confirmation of cleaning” list or
display in a highly prominent location
upon completion of cleaning.
Impact
•

Instills confidence in employees
that the workspace is clean and
well maintained
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Worker Behavior and Policies
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Hotspot Surfaces Marked With Color
Factory
Office

Frequently contacted surfaces highlighted and prioritized for cleaning
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Surfaces that are frequently contacted
by workers could be brightly color
coded as a reminder to cleaning staff
to ensure they are effectively sterilized
and a visual cue to workers to wash
hand or change PPE.
Impact

Source/Supporting Rationale: OSHA – “Covid-19: Guidance for the Workplace”

•

Increases employee awareness of
surface contact and hygiene

•

Provides greater direction to
cleaning staff
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Clean Working Kits
Factory
Each employee to be provided a personal kit of cleaning essentials
Illustrative

Office

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Each employee could be issued with a
personal “clean working kit” that would
include items such as sanitizer gel,
sanitary wipes, and PPE disposal
bags.
Impact

•

This could help to ensure each
employee has the tools they need
to maintain good personal and
workplace hygiene.
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Designated Team Guard
Factory
Office

A team member who ensures new standards are being followed
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
To ensure any new hygiene standards
are maintained and to provide workers
with a voice in maintaining these
standards, a team guard could be
appointed
Impact

•

This team guard would be
responsible for ensuring their team
have what they need in terms of
knowledge and equipment to
maintain personal and workplace
hygiene.
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Printed Media Campaign
Factory
Office

An informational and learning campaign comprised of printed info packs
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Leveraging printed media to inform
employees about the changes they
can expect when returning to work.

Impact
•

Can increase transparency and
give clarity about current situation
and the way that it is handled

•

Could increase mental and
emotional preparedness of staff
upon return to work
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Returning to Work Training
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Web Conferences (Pre-Return)
Factory
Office

A series of web conferences to keep workers informed throughout process
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Gathering employee groups to video
conferences where they can get the
latest information from their employer.
Allowing questions and concerns to be
raised prior or during call
Impact

•

Helps keep everyone up to date

•

Can enforce transparency and
trust within organization
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Returning to Work Training
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Online Trainings (Pre- and Post-Return)
Factory
Office

Online learning courses providing latest information to prepare workers for return
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
These online training sessions may
form a part of a larger series preparing
the worker to return to the site.
Beginning in their home and continuing
for a time after return.
Impact
•

Can be deployed within the workers
home (pre-return) or on-site (postreturn)

•

Can be tailored to match workers
preferred learning style

•

Can be gamified to provide learning
incentives

•

Can provide continuity across the
pre and post return horizons
24

Returning to Work Training
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Large-Format Visual Displays in Workplace
Factory
Office

Prominent displays highlighting new processes, policies, tools, and layouts
Illustrative

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Concept Description
Large-format posters or digital displays
providing prominent, frequent reminders
to employees of the new workplace
situation, and (crucially) the rationale
behind it.
Impact

•

Large format should make the
messaging “unmissable”

•

Simple messaging can be delivered in
an highly accessible way

•

Can be deployed standalone or part
of a wider messaging strategy
25
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Manufacturing Safeguarding Measures – Overview

Version 1.0

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme

Safeguarding measures
Travel/movement to work (including work from home measures)

i

Workforce protection

Entry to worksite
Employee health policy measures
Personal protective equipment
Workplace distancing and workstation barriers

ii

Employee protection

Sanitization measures

Worksite facility conditions
Public health knowledge and capability-building
Social distancing measures
iii

Non-employee protection

Sanitization measures
Limitations against exposure to individuals

These examples are
broadly applicable to
working environments in
manufacturing





Assembly line
Build-in-place
Small job shop
…

Preventions against material contamination
Physical workspace adaptations
iv

Business process adaptations

Digital workspace adaptations (including work from home measures)
Operational and productivity process adaptations
Communication and continuous improvement adaptations

v

Employer-led public health interventions

Detection and tracing
Personal behavior reinforcement

vi

Industry-wide safeguards

Governance and councils
Standards and protocols
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Manufacturing Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Theme: Workforce protection
Protection area

Travel/movement to work
(including work from
home measures)

Workforce protection

i

Entry to worksite

Employee health policy
measures
1.

Considerations1


Provide dedicated transportation for all employees with social distancing (50% capacity) and sanitize vehicle after
use



Establish controlled means of entrance (e.g., single point, multiple entrances, etc.)



Separate points of entry and points of exit



Establish sign-in stations or check points restricting access to employee workstations/production areas



Ensure controlled measures to minimize visitor/contractor access to facility when entering property (e.g., escorted,
PPE requirements)



Limit visitors/contractors entry unless necessary to production



Visitors/contractors to fill out health questionnaire prior to entering facility



Install hand sanitizing stations at entrances and in common areas



Select list of people allowed to work based on strict criteria (e.g., age profile, previous medical history, etc.)



Suspend fingerprint-entry keypad



Arrival times staggered by 10-minute intervals over one‒two hours to reduce congregation on entry and exit



Staggered breaks to reduce large group gatherings



Mandatory 14-day quarantine in case person identified as high risk

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Manufacturing Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Theme: Employee protection
Protection area

Personal protective
equipment

Workplace distancing and
workstation barriers
Employee protection

ii

Sanitization measures

Worksite facility
conditions

Public health knowledge
and capability building
1.

Considerations1


Ensure gloves, masks, and goggles for employees on the shop floor



Designate at least one person to track usage of PPE and one person per team to procure PPE



Create operating “pods” (~two employees per pod) in a production line divided by physical barriers



Air-gap connected workspaces with a “clean room” to allow employees to sanitize



Ensure commercial drivers' access is limited to shipping area and separate from staff



Increase hygiene protocols for shipping/receiving areas: PPE requirements and enhanced cleaning



Minimize physical presence of non-core workers



Postpone large group training or on-site visits; set up virtual training or on-site visits



Enhanced sanitization of all common areas and of common touch points (e.g., doors, stairwell handles, light switch,
elevator switch, etc.)



Procure increased amounts of soap, hand sanitizer, cleaning materials, and equipment



Designate one person per shift whose sole job is to clean surfaces




Staggered sanitation breaks for mandatory hand washing
Set up an infrared video camera; use of UV light lamps to sanitize work area and equipment



Ventilation per Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) guidance



Reduce high-touch surfaces (e.g., prop open bathroom doors); apply copper tape onto high-touch surfaces that
can’t be avoided; New England Journal of Medicine study found that Covid-19 survives on copper surfaces the least
amount of time, 4 hours



No-touch trash bins/waste receptacles



Use promotional programs around hand washing and other best practices ("Do the 5")

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Manufacturing Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Non-employee protection
Protection area

Social distancing
measures

Non-employee protection

iii

Considerations1


Limit use of common dining area/cafeteria (e.g., group orders delivered to site, designated seating areas)



Limit number of people within elevator (one person per at a time or at 50% capacity)



Physical ring fencing by re-organizing into cellular layouts across buildings in facility



Enhanced sanitization of common touch points (e.g., doors, stairwell handles, light switch, elevator switch, etc.)



Regular disinfection of high-touch surface areas (e.g., door handle, light switch, common tools)



Facility will disclose infection to state health department bodies and follow processes inline with health department
guidelines



On detecting positive infection, consider mandatory shutdown for full deep-sanitation and testing for staff (at
minimum for those in close proximity to detected case/s)



Enhanced hygiene protocols for shipping/receiving areas



Consider two-step inventory model

Sanitization measures

Limitations against
exposure to individuals

Preventions against
material contamination
1.

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

— Designated space for warehousing new inbound inventory; quarantined for 24 hours
— Move inventory after 24 hours into “safe-for-use” warehousing space for use by facility

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations
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Manufacturing Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Business process adaptations
Protection area

Physical workspace
adaptations

Business process adaptations

iv

Digital workspace
adaptations (inc. work
from home measures)

Operational and
productivity process
adaptations

Communication and
continuous improvement
adaptations
1.

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Reduce seating in breakrooms/common areas to ensure >six feet physical distance



Designate rooms to quarantine individuals until health officials are contacted/individual can safety return home or to
a health facility, making sure to deep clean after use



Park vehicles one spot away from each other, where feasible



Mark designated areas with physical markers to reinforce compliance with measures



Require non-core functions to work from home until further notice



Divided critical function teams with groups alternating work in-office or using satellite sites



Digitize shift handovers and group discussions within facility



Mandatory hand washing every two hours; installation of additional hand sanitization and soaps in toilets and
common areas



Shift work for white-collar workers as well as for blue-collar workers. Increase number of shifts, including spreading
work over the weekends



Staggered breaks to reduce large group gatherings



Avoid meetings of more than five participants; obligatory face mask during face-to-face meetings



Signaling to alert employees before a maintenance event, allowing teams to social distance before beginning
maintenance on the line



Provide daily updates to all employees on latest facts concerning Covid-19 in community, updated policies, and
impact on business and employment



Establish team or communication chain to collect questions and concerns from community



Extensive signage and communication on stepped-up cleaning and hygiene practices with visible air purifiers, etc.
placed

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Manufacturing Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Employer-led public health interventions
Protection area

Employer-led public health interventions

v

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Check and log daily body temperature (with contactless thermometer) for all employees, visitors, contractors, and
personnel entering and reentering facility



Ensure appropriate procedures if employees exceed normal body temperature (e.g., employees get tested/allowed
to work remotely/relieved from work for two weeks) and set up tracking of tested or sick employees and their point of
contacts for contact tracing



Notify health officials of suspected sick employees



Group employees into teams that stick together (work, travel, live, and eat) to facilitate health tracking



Use promotional programs around hand washing and other best practices ("Do the 5")

Detection and tracing

Personal behavior
reinforcement
1.

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Manufacturing Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Industry-wide safeguards
Protection area

Industry-wide safeguards

vi

1.

Governance and councils

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Coordinate with industry associations and union organizations on best practices and capability checklists in
reference to the World Health Organization (WHO), state departments of health, and Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) guidelines



Covid-19 inspection service to clear sites before reopening



Local enforcement officers to regularly visit sites, physically or virtually, and fine for safeguard infractions



National Covid-19 standards for health inspections for specific industry/workplace environment

Standards and protocols

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Foodservices Safeguarding Measures – Overview

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme

Safeguarding measures
Travel/movement to work (including work from home measures)

i

Workforce protection

Entry to worksite
Employee health policy measures
PPE
Workplace distancing and workstation barriers

ii

Employee protection

Sanitization measures

Worksite facility conditions
Public health knowledge and capability building
Social distancing measures
iii

Non-employee protection

Sanitization measures
Limitations against exposure to individuals

This playbook is broadly
applicable to working
environments in
manufacturing
 Restaurants/bars
 Counter service/fast
food
 Cafeterias

Preventions against material contamination
Physical workspace adaptations
iv

Business process adaptations

Digital workspace adaptations (including work from home measures)
Operational and productivity process adaptations
Communication and continuous improvement adaptations

v

Employer-led public health interventions

Detection and tracing
Personal behavior reinforcement

vi

Industry-wide safeguards

Governance and councils
Standards and protocols
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Foodservices Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Theme: Workforce protection
Protection area

Travel/movement to work
(including work from
home measures)

Workforce protection

i



Dedicated transportation facilities for employees



Gas subsidies for car commuters



Passenger limits on public transit



“Health pass” for Covid-19-free riders to access public transit



Mandatory sanitation procedures upon entry (e.g., hand washing, putting on PPE, setting up workstation)



Install hand sanitizing stations at entrances and in common areas



Mandatory 14-day quarantine in case person is identified as high risk



Paid sick leave



“Doggie-bag” meal delivery for at-home workers



Worker subsidies for home care



Flexible/part-time hours to accommodate family needs

Entry to worksite

Employee health policy
measures

1.

Considerations1

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Foodservices Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Theme: Employee protection
Protection area

Personal protective
equipment

Employee protection

ii

Workplace distancing and
workstation barriers

Sanitization measures

Worksite facility
conditions

Public health knowledge
and capability-building
1.

Considerations1


Ensure gloves and masks for employees, regardless of customer-facing, food prep, or management in restaurant



No shared equipment between employees; individual daily refreshed PPE or daily disinfecting of employees’
uniforms



Maintain six-foot distance between employees



No contact delivery model; delivery workers to leave food at doorstep



Deep cleaning of restaurant seating and kitchen areas



Hourly or bihourly cleaning



Ventilation per OSHA guidance



No-touch trash bins



Virtual recruitment tools and onboarding



Use promotional programs around hand washing and other best practices ("Do the 5")



Regular training on customer-facing protocols, such as looking for symptoms in customers and themselves

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and US states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Foodservices Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Non-employee protection
Protection area

Social distancing
measures

Non-employee protection

iii

Sanitization measures

Limitations against
exposure to individuals

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Placing all seating and tables six-feet-plus apart for all customers



Set up screens between tables for dine-in



Adopt virtual waiting area/queue/marked queue stations



Enhanced sanitization of common touch points (e.g., doors, stairwell handles, light switch, elevator switch, etc.)



Regular disinfection of high-touch surface areas (e.g., door handle, light switch, common tools)



Cleaning of surfaces (e.g., tables, chairs) with 75% alcohol after each customer’s use



Facility must immediately disclose infection to state department of health bodies



On detecting positive infection, mandatory shutdown for full deep-sanitation and testing for staff (at minimum for
those in close proximity to detected case/s)



Customers’ temperatures checked upon entry to foodservice space



For dine in – Temperature checks and signage at door to ask patrons who have symptoms to stay home



Enhanced hygiene protocols for shipping/receiving areas

Preventions against
material contamination
1.

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Foodservices Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Business process adaptations
Protection area

Business process adaptations

iv

Considerations1

Physical workspace
adaptations



Disposable, individually wrapped plastic utensils/packages only

Digital workspace
adaptations (inc. work
from home measures)



Require non-core functions to work from home until further notice



Mandatory hand washing every two hours; installation of additional hand sanitization and soaps in toilets



Touchless electronic payments



No direct physical contact by delivery with restaurants/patrons



No in-person queuing/lines; tables cleaned with disinfectant after each customer leaves; no self-service; raw food
not allowed; no condiments or items at tables that persist between customers



Staggered breaks to reduce large group gatherings



Avoid meetings of more than five participants; obligatory face mask during face-to-face meetings



Manage high level of compliance with third-party delivery providers e.g., (UberEats, DoorDash) to ensure gloves and
masks are worn by delivery personnel



Encourage take-out only for vulnerable populations



Provide daily updates to all employees on latest facts concerning Covid-19 in community, updated policies, and
impact on business and employment



Establish team or communication chain to collect questions and concerns from community



Extensive signage and communication on stepped-up cleaning and hygiene practices with visible air purifiers, etc.
placed

Operational and
productivity process
adaptations

Communication and
continuous improvement
adaptations
1.

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Foodservices Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Employer-led public health interventions
Protection area

Employer-led public health interventions

v

1.

Detection and tracing

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Check and log daily body temperature (with contactless thermometer) for all employees, visitors, contractors, and
personnel entering and reentering facility



Ensure appropriate procedures if employees exceed normal body temperature (e.g., employees get tested/allowed
to work remotely/relieved from work for two weeks) and set up tracking of tested or sick employees and their point of
contacts for contact tracing



Notify health officials of suspected sick employees



Group employees into teams that stick together (work, travel, live, and eat) to facilitate health tracking



Use promotional programs around hand washing and other best practices ("Do the 5")



Online module completion certificates required for entry to work

Personal behavior
reinforcement

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and US states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Foodservices Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Industry-wide safeguards
Protection area

Industry-wide safeguards

vi

1.

Governance and councils

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Coordinate with industry associations and union organizations on best practices and capability checklists in
reference to WHO, state departments of health, and CDC guidelines



Covid-19 inspection service to clear sites before reopening



Local enforcement officers to regularly visit sites, physically or virtually, and fine for safeguard infractions



National Covid-19 standards for health inspections

Standards and protocols

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/21/2020
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Office Safeguarding Measures ‒ Overview

Version 1.0

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme

Safeguarding measures
Travel/movement to work (including work from home measures)

i

Workforce protection

Entry to worksite
Employee health policy measures
PPE
Workplace distancing and workstation barriers

ii

Employee protection

Sanitization measures

Worksite facility conditions
Public health knowledge and capability-building
Social distancing measures
iii

Non-employee protection

This playbook is broadly
applicable to working
environments in offices

Sanitization measures

 Large corporate offices
 Small branch offices
 …

Limitations against exposure to individuals
Preventions against material contamination
Physical workspace adaptations
iv

Business process adaptations

Digital workspace adaptations (including work from home measures)
Operational and productivity process adaptations
Communication and continuous improvement adaptations

v

Employer-led public health interventions

Detection and tracing
Personal behavior reinforcement

vi

Industry-wide safeguards

Governance and councils
Standards and protocols
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Last updated 4/22/2020
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Office Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Theme: Workforce protection
Protection area

Travel/movement to work
(including work from
home measures)

Workforce protection

i

Entry to worksite

Employee health policy
measures
1.

Considerations1


Provide dedicated transportation for all employees with social distancing (50% capacity) and sanitize vehicle after use



Subsidize parking/sponsor carpool to encourage use of private transport



Establish controlled means of entrance (e.g., single point, multiple entrances, etc.)



Establish sign-in stations or check points restricting access to employee workstations/production areas



Routine temperature checks upon building or office entry,



Ensure controlled measures to minimize visitor/contractor access to facility when entering property (e.g., escorted,
PPE requirements)



Limit visitors/contractors entry unless necessary



Visitors/contractors to fill out health questionnaire prior to entering facility



Install hand sanitizing stations at entrances and in common areas



Select list of people allowed to work based on strict criteria (e.g., age profile, previous medical history, etc.), in line
with local labor laws



Suspend fingerprint-entry keypad



Arrival times staggered by 10-minute intervals over one to two hours to reduce congregation on entry and exit



Staggered breaks to reduce large group gatherings



Mandatory 14-day quarantine in case person identified as high risk



Ensure sick leave policies are flexible and consistent with public health guidance

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/22/2020
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Office Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE
Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Theme: Employee protection
Protection area

Personal protective
equipment

Employee protection

ii

Workplace distancing and
workstation barriers

Sanitization measures

Worksite facility
conditions

Public health knowledge
and capability-building
1.

Considerations1


Common screening protocol; temperature checks; face masks for all professional personnel; gloves in common
areas



Requiring PPE (cloth masks) and gloves when in common spaces



Establish barriers between workstations; workstations deep cleaned/sanitized after each day



Increase hygiene protocols for delivery areas ‒ PPE requirements and enhanced cleaning



Minimize physical presence of non-core workers



Postpone large group training or on-site visits; set up virtual training or on-site visits



Enhanced sanitization of all common areas



Enhanced sanitization of common touch points (e.g., doors, stairwell handles, light switch, elevator switch, etc.)



Procure increased amounts of soap, hand sanitizer and cleaning materials and equipment



Ventilation per OSHA guidance



No-touch trash bins/waste receptacles



Signage on handwashing, social distancing and what to do if you or a colleague is feeling sick (full list of protocol for
separating sick employees)



Use promotional programs around hand washing and other best practices ("Do the 5")



Clear posting of hygiene requirements, testing/monitoring requirements and promotion materials on stay home/no
handshakes

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/22/2020
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Office Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Non-employee protection
Protection area

Social distancing
measures

Non-employee protection

iii

Sanitization measures

Limitations against
exposure to individuals

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Density requirements to enable six feet of space between all employees or 25‒50% office capacity



Limit use of common dining area (e.g. group orders delivered to site, designated seating areas)



Step down protocol for social distancing, staged hours for vulnerable populations



Ensure customers and employees stay at least six feet apart



Daily cleaning of office spaces and full cleaning of high-touch areas throughout the day (e.g., printing rooms,
kitchens, bathrooms, etc.)



Enhanced sanitization of common touch points (e.g., doors, stairwell handles, light switch, elevator switch, etc.)



Facility must immediately disclose infection to state department of health bodies



Employer and building must immediately report notification of infection, number of infected employees, timing of
infection and remediation plan; all staff who came in contact with employee need to be tested; full-deep sanitization
required; close building including non-affected offices until all common areas in building are sanitized; require all
staff be tested



Going remote/work from home for teams interacting with infected individual



Enhanced hygiene protocols for delivery areas

Preventions against
material contamination
1.

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/22/2020
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Office Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Business process adaptations
Protection area

Physical workspace
adaptations

Business process adaptations

iv

Digital workspace
adaptations (including
work from home
measures)

Operational and
productivity process
adaptations

Communication and
continuous improvement
adaptations
1.

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Reduce seating in breakrooms/common areas to ensure >six feet physical distance



Designate rooms to quarantine individuals until health officials are contacted/individual can safety return home or to
a health facility, making sure to deep clean after use



Access to common spaces (e.g., kitchens, bathrooms, storage rooms) limited



Require non-core functions and vulnerable populations to work from home until further notice



Divided critical function teams with groups alternating work in-office or using satellite sites



Opt-in model to remote work/telework



Clear resources, procedures, and expectations for remote work; use of contingency plans for continuity; cross train
employees to cover for business essential positions,



Mandatory hand washing every two hours; installation of additional hand sanitization and soaps in toilets and
common areas



No overlap between shifts for direct and indirect labor



Staggered breaks to reduce large group gatherings



Avoid meetings of more than five participants; obligatory face mask during face-to-face meetings



Provide daily updates to all employees on latest facts concerning Covid-19 in community, updated policies, and
impact on business and employment



Establish team or communication chain to collect questions and concerns from community



Extensive signage and communication on stepped-up cleaning and hygiene practices with visible air purifiers, etc.
placed

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/22/2020
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Office Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Employer-led public health interventions
Protection area

Employer-led public health interventions

v

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Check and log daily body temperature (with contactless thermometer) for all employees, visitors, contractors, and
personnel entering and reentering facility



Ensure appropriate procedures if employees exceed normal body temperature (e.g., employees get tested/allowed
to work remotely/relieved from work for two weeks) and set up tracking of tested or sick employees and their point of
contacts for contact tracing



Notify health officials of suspected sick employees



Group employees into teams that stick together (work, travel, live, and eat) to facilitate health tracking



Use promotional programs around hand washing and other best practices ("Do the 5")

Detection and tracing

Personal behavior
reinforcement
1.

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/22/2020
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Office Safeguarding Measures

PRELIMINARY
NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Theme: Industry-wide safeguards
Protection area

Industry-wide safeguards

vi

Governance and councils

Standards and protocols

Local governmental rules and decisions should always be followed carefully

Considerations1


Coordinate with industry associations and union organizations on best practices and capability checklists in
reference to WHO, state departments of health, and CDC guidelines



Covid-19 Inspection service to clear offices before reopening

▪

Local enforcement officers to regularly visit large corporate offices, physically or virtually, and fine for safeguard
infractions



National Covid-19 standards for health inspections



Clear standard on division of responsibility for screening between buildings/landlords with multiple tenants and
businesses



Setup clear protocols based on indicators
— Leading indicator: Thermometer temp spikes, thermal scanning spikes, and increased absenteeism
— Lagging indicator: Staff health visits above pre-defined rate, and community spread in retailer locale

1.



Statewide reporting tool for measures of performance and effectiveness



Hotline for suspected case reporting and hygiene violations

Aggregation from case studies across different countries and U.S. states. Please consider the list as examples of actions; level of importance to
contamination containment have not been assigned and is up to client and state/federal public health regulations and recommendations

Last updated 4/22/2020
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Version 1.0

Context & Objectives
Safely Back to Work
Examples of Safe & Next Work Solutions
Industry Examples in Practice
Appendix: Overview of Measures in Checklist

48

Description of Measures in Checklist

Version 1.0

77 measures are included in the checklist, of which
71 are relevant to all industries (not industry specific). Most industry specific measures were collected in the food
sector (three measures), e.g., about packaging and safe delivery.

72 are reactions to government policies (e.g., temperature check, distance, usage of app). 24 measures are
linked to the government imposed measure of physical distancing

30 are measures the organization should undertake (e.g., change shifts). Only six measures are within the domain
of compliance.
Most are engineering controls (27 measures; isolating people from the hazard and administrative controls (27
measures; changing the way people work. Only three measures are elimination (physically removing the hazard).

Most work situations (e.g., meetings/cafeterias) can have several measures, varying in levels of risk control (e.g.,
from avoiding meetings to washing hands after every meeting).

49
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1

Personal Protective Equipment

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description

Comments

Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Screens

Install protective
screens for staff
exposed to
customers/visitors

Customers

Install Plexiglas screens where employees need to face visitors or
customers to protect them (mandatory)

Creation and acquisition

Personal

Life Sciences

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Provide PPE

Provide PPE in high
risk areas

High risk
environments

Provide and make employees use gown, mask (surgical or FFP2 if
available), gloves, anti-splash eye protection, soap and water (or
hand sanitizer). Always ensure the existence of sufficient stocks.

Gown, mask (surgical or FFP2 if
Relevant for
available), gloves, anti-splash eye
Food and Life
protection, soap and water (or hand Sciences
sanitizer).

Inter-relational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Meals and breaks

Do not allow face-toface lunch, and limit
time in the
breakrooms/
cafeterias

Breaks

Provide easy and clear instruction about meals and breaks (e.g.,
where employees should sit and for how long they can be in the
breakroom/cafeteria).

Posters in breakrooms/cafeteria

Inter-relational

All

7 - Other policies set
by sector/business

Communication

Send Covid-19
All employees
newsletter with
protocols to all
employees and place
banners/signs

The business communicates all Corona protocol updates in a
newsletter to all employees and externals working at the site. The
inhouse team communicates to the flex employees. Everyone
needs to know about the rules and regulations. Furthermore at
every entrance the information letters and banners should give
guidance.

Newsletter, banners, signs

Organizational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Onboarding & training Online course Covid- Covid-19 briefing
19

Online course with instructions on the main characteristics of the
virus and its associated disease, including:
• Symptomatology of the disease
• Incubation period
• Forms of contagion
• Prevention measures
• Recommendations in case of home isolation

Computer and internet connection
and online training modules

Organizational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Onboarding & training Online course Covid- Safety briefing
19

Online course with instructions on the working safely, including:
• Rules for the use of masks
• Rules and prevention measures in travel
• Hand washing technique

Computer and internet connection
and online training modules

Type of measure

Industry

Personal

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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1

Personal Protective Equipment

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Type of measure

Industry

Organizational

Food

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Organizational

Life Sciences

Organizational

Distance clothing

Measure

Comments
Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

Supply all employees Warehouse or shop
with a vest
floor

Let employees wear a vest with text: "Please keep a distance of six Vests with text: "Please keep a
feet”
distance of six feet”

3 - Government
Test suspected
policy: prevent spread infected
when symptoms or
when in risk category

Conduct Covid-19
test in suspicious
cases

High risk
environments

When a suspected case is discovered, perform a Covid test to
minimize risk in production

Covid test kits

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Meals and breaks

Install separators in
the cafeteria and
lunch rooms

Breaks

Create and install temporary disposable cardboards or plastic
separator in lunch rooms and common areas

Creation and acquisition

Organizational

Food

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Extra packaging

Put food products in Food products that
extra layer of packing are packaged (in
boxes)

Food products need to be put in an extra plastic bag before put in
the boxes

Plastic bags

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Sanitary

Provide hand
Washing hands
cleaning opportunities
at workplace

All companies should propose a way for employees to easily wash Additional cleaners & pop-up
their hand at work and instruct how often employees should do this handwashing stations across
construction sites.

Organizational

All

7 - Other policies set
by sector/
business

Communication

Communicate as
All
frequently as
necessary on
purpose and changes
of measures in effect

Communicate as frequently as necessary on purpose and changes
of measures in effect

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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2

Administrative Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy
and source

Comments

Type of
measure

Industry

Personal

All

1 - Government
Individual
policy: keep
transport to work
physical distance
(1,5 m, 2 m or 6 ft)

Personal

All

1 - Government
Avoid travel peaks Adopt shift
Transportation
policy: keep
planning to reduce
physical distance
travel peaks
(1,5 m, 2 m or 6 ft)

Implement rotation shifts to avoid peaks in public transport No infection hazard due to personal
contact with third parties

No infection hazard due to
personal contact with third
parties

Personal

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high
level

Working clothes

Avoid sharing of
clothing

No sharing of working clothes and protective gear.
Specific cleaning process at the end of the working
assignment to ensure disinfection after usage.

No extra infections caused due to
personal contact in the workplace

Process, extra cleaning
material and potentially extra
clothing

Personal

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high
level

Payment

Pay with card only, Payments
no cash

Do not accept cash payments
Clean payment areas as they are high touch areas

No extra infections caused due to
personal contact in the workplace

Ensure digital payment
methods are available

Personal

All

3 - Government
Access tracking
policy: prevent
spread when
symptoms or when
in risk category

Track presence of Access
all staff and
visitors at the site

Tracking should be done for 15 days after entering the
site

No extra infections caused due to
personal contact in the workplace

Log sheet

Personal

All

3 - Government
Home health
policy: prevent
check
spread when
symptoms or when
in risk category

Measure
temperature and
fill out
questionnaire
before entering
workplace on a
daily basis

Access

Measure temperature at entrance (optional), ask
employees to fill in questionnaire at entrance (optional).

No extra infections caused due to
personal contact in the workplace

Questionnaire (updated
regularly)

Inter-relational

All

1 - Government
Elevators
policy: keep
physical distance
(1,5 m, 2 m or 6 ft)

Limit the number
of people in
elevators and
sanitize elevators
regularly

Elevators

Provide clear instructions on physical distancing in
elevators (e.g., entering elevator one by one, limited
number of people in elevator), and provide paper tissues
to press elevator buttons

No extra infections caused due to
personal contact in the workplace

Process, paper tissues

Topic name

Measure

Work Situation

Work instructions

Effect measurement

Infrastructural requirements

Compensate /
reimburse
additional travel
expenses

Transportation

Branches should negotiate a specific compensation for
employees that need to use their car for commuting to
work

No infection hazard due to personal
contact with third parties

Guideline for reimbursement
Invoicing individual cost

Sharing of
protective gear /
clothing

Mind legal
implications
(e.g., data
privacy)

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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2

Administrative Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description

Comments

Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Meetings

Inter-relational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Inter-relational

All

7 - Other policies set
by sector/
business

Organizational

Construction

2 - Government
Off-site work
policy: reduce contact locations
between people

Request express
Private individuals
consent of occupants/
tenants/users for
access

Employees must ask whether client or individuals in the client's
household have health problems in relation to Covid-19 (coughing,
sore throat, fever) or if they belong to the category of vulnerable
persons.
Client decides whether they give access to their home.
Employee may ask for proper ventilation of the house and to make
the installation easily accessible.

Form to request approval of client

Organizational

All

2 - Government
Online
policy: reduce contact communication
between people

Post relevant
information on
multiple locations

Information
requirements

Put the shift planning and other relevant notifications in every area
(not only in one department). Alternative is to use a digital tool
(app) to communicate planning

Multiple notices boards or digital
communication tool

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Meals and breaks

Limit the number of
people in common
areas

Breaks

Set up lunch shifts (by teams) to guaranty physical distancing
during lunch time our breaks

Rotation process

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Access control

Require external
vendors to wear a
face mask

Delivery or pick up by All external suppliers should wear a face mask
third parties

Type of measure

Industry

Inter-relational

Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

Provide guidelines for Meetings
meetings (limit
frequency and
number of attendees)

Easy and clear instruction regarding frequency and number of
people attending meetings

n/a

New employees

Stop inflow of new
employees

New employees

No new employees are allowed to start working to protect existing
population

HR

Fill new Covid-19
vacancies

New roles

Fill up key (or unpopular) roles currently vacant and therefore
Internal vacancies list
damaging overall productivity. Instruct local management that work
ceases until specific roles are filled in. As an example there are
newly created jobs such as toilet attendants, testers, and temp
screeners on construction sites. Adjust payrates upwards
temporarily to encourage employees to take roles.

Check if feasible

Process and signs as entry points

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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2

Administrative Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description

Comments

Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Shared Items

Discontinue use of
shared items (e.g.,
pens, phones)

Materials

Discontinue use of shared items (e.g., pens, phones)

Provide sufficient and suitable
rubbish bins and cleaning supplies

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Handwashing breaks Permit handwashing
breaks

All

Permit handwashing breaks as often as necessary (e.g., every 60
minutes)

Potentially additional cleaners &
pop-up handwashing stations across
construction sites

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Disinfecting wipes

Supply employees
with disinfecting
wipes for
workstations

All

Supply workers with disinfecting wipes for workstations

Disinfecting wipes

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Air Exchanges

Increase air
exchanges per CDC
guidance

All

Make sure areas receive numerous air changes per CDC guidance Engineering controls

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Cleaning frequency

Enhance regular
Materials
cleaning procedures
and increase intensity
of garbage collection

Clean all touch points regularly, including:
Taps and washing facilities
Toilet flush and seats
Door handles and push plates
Hand rails on staircases and corridors
Lift and hoist controls
Machinery and equipment controls
Food preparation and eating surfaces
Telephone equipment
Key boards, photocopiers and other office equipment

Organizational

All

7 - Other policies set
by sector/
business

HR

Take care of wellbeing of all
employees

Mental health

Examples of good practices are:
Rewards & benefits of HR
Employees in production and the distribution center get a 'corona
department
bonus' as a token of appreciation for commitment in this hectic time
All employees have free access to psychological services and
virtual gym
Pay extra days for employees with children

Organizational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Timing and shifts
schedule

Change shifts
schedule

Shifts

All companies should work with time shifts to avoid having too
many employees working at the same time at the same location.
This is also important to avoid peaks in public transportation

Type of measure

Industry

Organizational

Provide sufficient and suitable
rubbish bins and cleaning supplies

n/a

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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2

Administrative Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description

Comments

Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Rooms & desks

Avoid desk sharing
without cleaning in
between

Office and other
desks

No desk sharing without cleaning process

Cleaning material

Machine

All and specifically
construction

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Equipment hygiene

Set handwashing and Machinery
cleaning procedures
for equipment

Operators must use additional 'pop-up' handwashing stations. Extra Additional cleaners & pop-up
handwashing procedures before entering and when leaving cab & handwashing stations across
additional daily machine cab cleaning. Ventilation inside machines construction sites
or enclosed equipment must be increased. Equipment must be
thoroughly cleaned after usage, single use PPE must be thrown
away.

Compliance

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Monitoring

Set up a monitoring
governance

All

Develop a monitor success plan to monitor the success of
implemented protocols

Staff, system and policies

Compliance

All

3 - Government
Investigation
policy: prevent spread
when symptoms or
when in risk category

Investigate any
potential Covid-19
cases and take
prompt and
appropriate remedial
action

All

Investigate any potential Covid-19 cases and take prompt and
appropriate remedial action

Engineering controls

Compliance

All

3 - Government
Visitors
policy: prevent spread
when symptoms or
when in risk category

Ask visitors and new Visitors
employees to declare
symptoms free

Every visitor or new starter declares by document that they are
"symptoms-free" for at least 24 hours.

A document in which they can
declare to be symptoms free

Compliance

All

7 - Other policies set
by sector/
business

Perform random
checks in all
departments on full
list of measures

Perform random checks in all departments on full list of measures
to make sure protocols are put into practice

Engineering controls

Type of measure

Industry

Machine

Random Checks

All

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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3

Engineering Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Comments

Type of measure

Industry

Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

Personal

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Company transport to Limit the number of
Shuttles
the workplace
riders in company
vehicles and take
hygiene measures on
board

Avoid contamination in the vehicle, e.g., by requiring all users to
Potentially need for additional
wear a mask, by cleaning the vehicle after usage and by limiting the vehicles, cleaning and protection
number of riders in the vehicle
material

Personal

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Access control

Avoid queuing by
Access
making sure
employees stand well
apart

Informing employees to respect physical distancing at the entrance Tape to mark distance
and stand well apart

Personal

All and specifically
construction

2 - Government
Travel together
policy: reduce contact
between people

Restrict people
commuting together

Transportation

Restrict commuting transportation to a maximum of 4 persons.
Preferably travel to and from work with own car or bike.
Provide other means of transport to avoid public transport e.g.
bicycles.

Personal

All

3 - Government
Temperature check
policy: prevent spread
when symptoms or
when in risk category

Take temperature at
access points

Access

No people with elevated temperatures are allowed on the premises. Thermometer, tents at access
Using a thermal imaging camera to test if someone has increased points, employees who are capable
temperature (or fever).
to take temperatures

Personal

All

6 - Government
International travel
policy: avoid cross
border travel and/or
quarantine after travel
abroad

Do not allow
All
international travel
and collect
information regarding
employees' travel to
other countries

Do not allow international travel. In case travel is absolutely
necessary collect information regarding employees' travel to other
countries and provide instructions upon return.

Instructions when returning from
travel abroad

Inter-relational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Circulation

Separate people
flows

Flow management

Implement floor signage to separate the flow in all circulation and
queuing zones at the workplace

Floor signage

Inter-relational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Meetings

Limit the number of
chairs in a room or
break area

Meetings and Breaks Reduce the number of chairs in meeting or break rooms/areas by
50 percent to ensure physical Divide by 2 the number of chairs in
the meeting room and break room in order to physically guaranty
the Physical distancing

Travel instructions, additional
busses/taxis

Also relevant for
Food

Facilities

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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3

Engineering Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description

Comments

Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Work Situation

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Delivery of suppliers

Reduce contact with
external
parties/suppliers to a
minimum

Delivery or pick up by Make agreements about limiting contacts with suppliers and
third parties
subcontractors. Consider deliveries outside the building site. Let
driver stay in vehicle or clean touched materials

Inter-relational

All and specifically
construction

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Off-site work
locations

When work is to be
Private individuals
carried out in the
event of serious
calamity or
malfunction, then take
additional actions to
ensure physical
distance at the offsite location (client)

Serious calamity or malfunction present when general daily
Training for employees that work at
necessities (e.g., cooking, using the toilet, washing, cleaning, etc.) high risk customer sites
cannot be carried out. Make sure the outside door is open or will be
opened from the outside by someone else. Request that customers
are in a room where work activities do not take place.

Inter-relational

All

2 - Government
Change shifts/teams
policy: reduce contact
between people

Limit altering team
composition

As far as possible, let employees work in the same teams and on
Adjust team composition plan
the same locations, such that contact with other employees is
limited. Ensure people with interpersonal relationships are placed in
the same team.

Inter-relational

All

2 - Government
Entrance/access
policy: reduce contact points
between people

Prevent congestion at Access
access points

Stop all non-essential visitors.
Reduce the number of people in attendance at site inductions and
consider holding them outdoors wherever possible.
Introduce staggered start and finish times (of breaks) to reduce
congestion and contact at all times.
Monitor site access points to enable physical distancing – you may
need to change the number of access points.
Remove or disable entry systems that require skin contact e.g.
fingerprint scanners.
Drivers should remain in their vehicles if the load will allow it and
must wash or clean their hands before unloading goods and
materials.

Inter-relational

Food

2 - Government
Food delivery
policy: reduce contact
between people

Reduce contact when Delivery
delivering food

Place the food in front of the door, step back, wait until the client
picks up the delivered food, pick up the empty box (no direct
contact). Consider wearing facial masks.

Type of measure

Industry

Inter-relational

Shifts

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements
Leaflet for suppliers

Signs and additional H&S staff at
any access points

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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3

Engineering Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description

Comments

Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Work Situation

Work instructions

All

2 - Government
Meeting distance
policy: reduce contact
between people

Limit meeting
participants to
absolute minimum

Meetings

Consider holding meetings in open areas where possible or virtually Provide work instructions to
employees on holding physical
meetings.
Provide possibility to hold online
meetings.
Provide heating modules when
holding meetings in open areas.

Inter-relational

All and specifically
construction

2 - Government
Waiting areas
policy: reduce contact
between people

Reduce people in
waiting area to a
minimum

Delivery or pick up by Chauffeurs should be able to wait in other areas when physical
third parties
distance cannot be ensured

Inter-relational

All and specifically
construction

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Communal areas

Encourage limited
Breaks
physical interaction
during breaks (e.g.,
bring your own lunch
instead of dining out);
Maintain hygiene at
highest level in
eating/drinking areas.

Dedicated eating areas should be identified on site.
The workforce should be asked to bring prepared meals and
refillable drinking bottles from home.

Restaurant instructions

Organizational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Production lines

Reduce line speed

Production lines

Reduce line speed so that less people are needed to run the
production line, therefore 1.5 meter distancing can be ensured

Altering production line speed

Organizational

All

2 - Government
Change shifts/teams
policy: reduce contact
between people

Schedule time
between shifts

Shifts

All shifts end before their usual hours (15 or 30 minutes) so they do Planning system alterations. Provide
not coincide with the entry of the next shift. Employees are paid
flexibility in working hours and
100%, even with shifts ending earlier.
planning.

Organizational

All

2 - Government
Changing areas
policy: reduce contact
between people

Lower capacity in
shower/
change areas

Clothes

Showering/changing clothes in shifts/small groups with time
between shifts. Increase ventilation in enclosed spaces. Focus on
changing working clothes quickly.
Increase number of lockers.

Signs which clarify the number of
people allowed in shower/change
areas. Provide more lockers and
changing necessities.

Organizational

All

3 - Government
Inspection
policy: prevent spread
when symptoms or
when in risk category

Conduct temperature All
checks

Conduct random visual and temperature checks during workday

Thermometer, employees who are
capable to take temperatures

Type of measure

Industry

Inter-relational

Infrastructural requirements

Provide additional waiting areas

Also relevant for
Food

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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3

Engineering Controls

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Type of measure

Industry

Organizational

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Training

Organizational

All

5 - Government
policy: work from
home when possible

Organizational

All

Organizational

Measure

Comments
Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

Promote and provide All
training on mandatory
health and hygiene
protocols (e.g., hand
washing, mask use,
glove use)

Promote and provide training on mandatory health and hygiene
protocols (e.g., hand washing, mask use, glove use)

Training

Remote Work

Provide webinars on
remote-working

All

Provide webinars on remote-working and leadership best practices

Training

5 - Government
policy: work from
home when possible

Closure Contingency
Plan

Define contingency
plans for workplace
closures

All

Define contingency plans for workplace closures

Laptop, mobile phone

All and specifically
construction

5 - Government
policy: work from
home when possible

Safety instructions

Provide safety
Safety briefing
training via E-learning

Instead of briefing employees on safety face to face, provide safety E-learning safety training
training digitally

Machine

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Hardware, Tools

Clean tools after use

Tool sharing

No tool sharing without cleaning process

Cleaning material

Machine

All

4 - Government
policy: maintain
hygiene at high level

Machines in
breakrooms /
restaurant /
communal areas

Close vending
machines for food
and beverages

Breaks

Close down all non essential machines such as vending machines.

Vendors such as coffee machines
may need to be closed down.
Communication is needed to ensure
employees can bring their own food
and beverages.

Compliance

All

2 - Government
Access Policies
policy: reduce contact
between people

Set clear policies for
workplace access

Access

Set clear policies for workplace access in line with CDC, OSHA,
and other required standards

Signs and additional H&S staff at
any access points

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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3

Engineering Controls

1. Measure categorization
Type of measure

Industry

Compliance

All

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Comments
Work Situation

3 - Government
Health checks at work Develop a protocol for Protocol infection
policy: prevent spread
infected person on
when symptoms or
site
when in risk category

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

Example 1:
A document or protocol which
1. Communicate your circumstance and report incident to the
outlines responsibilities and actions
Prevention Service, which will indicate how to proceed.
to be taken
2. The infected employee must remain at home in a quarantine
period established by the company.
3. The infected employee will fill out a Possible Form Contagion to
Third Parties together with the doctor via telephone.
4. Employees who have had prolonged contact with infected
employee should be informed and start using masks
5. There will be a cleaning of the area (s) where the employee who
is in this area has been course
Example 2:
Communicate with the Responsible or HR
You will be asked to stay home preventively and to contact the 112
or contact telephone number of the Public Health Service of your
Community.

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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4

Substitution

1. Measure categorization
Type of measure

Industry

Personal

All

Inter-relational

Inter-relational

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Comments

Measure

Work Situation

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

3 - Government
High risk groups
policy: prevent spread
when symptoms or
when in risk category

Protect the
workplace: suspicion
is reason enough

All

Suspecting that an employee or his/her family members have the
Self-isolation/quarantine instructions Detailed
coronavirus is reason enough to keep an employee away from the for at home
measures
workplace. You can repeatedly instruct that people who show signs
of any of the below symptoms are temporarily not welcome at the
workplace. Repeat this during every first contact and request
people to carry out any scheduled appointments via telephone.
Keep away people from the workplace who:
• Have mild respiratory complaints (nasal catarrh, coughing, sore
throat) and/or a fever.
• Have had close contact with a person with respiratory complaints
and/or fever (a confirmed or probable Covid-19 case).
Close contact refers to:
o Being in the presence of a sick person within two meters distance
for 15 minutes.
o Sharing the same living area with a sick person.
o Direct contact with a sick person (such as shaking hands)
• Have returned from abroad in the past 14 days.
If staying at home after close contact is not possible, then provide a
personal workspace and ensure this employee avoids contact with
colleagues. After working, make sure the employee cleans the
workspace with regular cleaning agents. As soon as this person
experiences or starts experiencing health problems, urge this
person to be in quarantine at home.

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Cafeteria /restaurant
areas

Close break rooms
and/or cafeterias

Breaks

Employees may not use breakrooms and/or cafeterias for the
breaking time

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Meeting distance

Cancel all face-toface meetings

Meetings

No physical meetings are allowed. All meetings must be done
digitally (video or telephone call)

ICT to ensure employees can
communicate digitally

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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4

Substitution

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Measure

Comments

Type of measure

Industry

Inter-relational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Work Situation

Inter-relational

All

2 - Government
Change shifts/teams
policy: reduce contact
between people

Create teams of 4
Shifts
people identified by
colors. These people
can only be in contact
with each other (e.g.,
have lunch, work, and
dress together).

All people must be identified with the color of their team. Contact
with people from another team is prohibited. If one of the team
members has Covid-19 symptoms, all 4 team members stop
working in the factory (14 days paid work license)

Divide employees into teams of four.
Guarantee a 'back-up' team which
can replace a team put in
quarantine.

Inter-relational

All

2 - Government
Online
policy: reduce contact communication
between people

Reduce personal
communication to a
minimum

Personal contact

Use digital tools such as video call or telephone call for
communicating with colleagues

ICT to ensure employees can
communicate digitally

Inter-relational

All

5 - Government
policy: work from
home when possible

Ensure employees
can work remote

When physical
presence is not
required

[needs to be filled with work instructions for arranging IT working
remote specific to company situation]

ICT support for remote working
(provide laptop, instructions for
online meetings, how to access
online systems, etc.)

Organizational

All

2 - Government
Change shifts/teams
policy: reduce contact
between people

Stop pool
management

Shifts

It is no longer allowed to change workplaces or alter team
composition

Onboarding & training Use digital hiring and New employees
onboarding tools

Work from home

Work instructions

Infrastructural requirements

Hiring and onboarding of new employees via digital communication Develop online onboarding
channels and, where physical transfer of items must take place,
capabilities
maintain social distance.

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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5

Elimination

1. Measure categorization

2. Measure description
Covid-19 policy and
Topic name
source

Type of measure

Industry

Inter-relational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Organizational

All

1 - Government
policy: keep physical
distance (1,5 m, 2 m
or 6 ft)

Organizational

All

2 - Government
Changing areas
policy: reduce contact
between people

Measure

Comments
Work Situation

Work instructions

Onboarding & training Limit in-person job
training

Training

No job training in person where 1,5 meter cannot be guaranteed,
except where necessary to ensure proper protection from other
major safety risks

Physical contact work Avoid work with
physical contact

Physical contact

Non-essential physical work that requires close contact between
employees should not be carried out. Work requiring skin to skin
contact that is not vital should not be carried out. Only work where
social distance can be enforced between workforce and clients
should be planned.

Closed business sign on
windows/entrance

Clothes

Employees have to arrive in work clothes and cannot change on
site

Provide work clothes to every
employee which can be taken home

Close changing
rooms

Infrastructural requirements

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations should always be followed carefully
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